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Voxtok and DiDiT High-End team up for
uncompromised music experience
Montpellier, France and Nederhorst den Berg, The Netherlands - October 12th 2015 –
Voxtok, designing high-end Hi-Fi connected devices and solutions, and DiDiT High-End,
specialised in creating high quality audio products, announced today their technological
partnership to combine their experience, passion and R&D to bring breathtaking audio
innovations to the living room.
Voxtok will focus on providing its current and next range of product based on its Voxtok Music
services and advanced software for Audio and TV, along with its expertise in designing
powerful processing electronic boards for embedded systems.
DiDiT High-End will be responsible for adding their knowledge on high quality audio, novel
electronic design as well as hardware design.
The combined expertise of Voxtok and DiDiT High-End enables the delivery of beautiful and
innovative media streaming devices, bringing music to the living room in a way never achieved
before.
Since its CES Honoree Award beginning of the year, Voxtok has pushed its AudioCapsule
product to higher levels at every stage: a simple but beautiful improved interface that can be
accessed through all connected devices including TVs, state of the art Cloud services for
simple backup, seamless integration of streaming and online services. Everything is integrated
in the Voxtok’s high performance electronic design.
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“From the first day we met with Voxtok we knew we found our soul brothers. We share the
same drive, passion and ideals to do things differently. Together we will continue our quest in
improving the musical experience. Together we will reinvent audio all over again!” said Rients
Steenbeek, CEO of DiDiT High-End.
DiDiT’s team members have been commercially involved in the audio and electronics industry
for many years, both for ODM/OEM as well as DiDiT branded products. Their expertise is
developing innovative audio products that stand-out in quality, extremely low noise and
distortion. This collaboration will bring DiDiT High-End’s low distortion and low noise
technologies to Voxtok products which also incorporate DC coupled and advanced balanced
designs.
“We are thrilled about this partnership with DiDiT High-End” said Joel REBOUL, CEO of Voxtok.
“Our goal is to offer the best possible music experience, and this partnership will clearly make
our products stand out by combining the quality of DiDiT High-End electronic design with
Voxtok’s advanced technologies and music services.”
This collaboration will take Voxtok’s products to another level by adding incredible precision
and accuracy in music reproduction to Voxtok Music management thereby bringing the music
experience to a whole new standard.
Voxtok will showcase its AudioCapsule and Voxtok Music products at Festival Son et Image
this October and at CES 2016 in Las Vegas.

About Voxtok
Voxtok aims at providing the best music experience to Audio and TV Markets.
Voxtok designs high-end connected Hi-Fi devices based on its flagship product, Voxtok Music,
which brings catalog access, Music Intelligence and Cloud services.
The company makes available these technologies and solutions, such as HbbTV SDK, Voxtok
Music for TV and connected features, for the TV and audio industries.
Voxtok operates from the US, France (R&D) and soon in Asia (Taïwan).
For more information, please visit www.voxtok.com and follow us at @voxtok, Facebook and
LinkedIn to join the conversation.
PR Contact for Voxtok:
Thibaut Dabonneville
E: press@voxtok.com

About DiDiT High-End
DiDiT High-End is a company whose members have participated in product research and
development for many companies in the audio and electronics industry.
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DiDiT High-End is also known for its own products that are based on our extensive history in
product design. Due to the innovative solutions our products stand out from the mainstream
in terms of uncompromised audio quality, precision of engineering and attention to detail.
As a result, DiDiT High-End products reproduce the sound very close to the analog original.
To learn more about DiDiT High-End, please visit https://www.didit-highend.com.
PR Contact for DiDiT High-End:
Rients Steenbeek
E: pr@didit-highend.com
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